Introduction
Let E be a higher algebraic K-theory defined on rings, that is, a functor which assigns to each ring R a spectrum ER of algebraic Ktheory of R m Fiedorowicz uniqueness theorem [2] says that if E has an external tensor product, then there is a natural map of spectra f:ER-*GWR which induces an equivalence between ( -1)-connected covers of ER and the Gersten-Wagoner spectrum GWR ( [3] and [13] ). May [6] has given a similar uniquenes theorem for higher algebraic Ktheories (or, infinite loop space machines) defined on permutative (i. e B , symmetric strict monoidal) categories: given an infinite loop space machine E defined on permutative categories, there exists a natural equivalence of spectra between EU and the spectrum SBU constructed by Segal [9] .
In the present article we study the multiplicativity of such natural transformations between higher algebraic K-theories defined on permutative categories, or exact categories, or rings.
Here the term multiplicativity 5 is used in the following sense,, Let E and E' be functors *% ->&* from permutative categories (or exact categories, or rings) to CW-spectra, and suppose that E (resp. E') functorially associates to each pairing UxV-^W in ^ a pairing EU/\EV-^EW (resp, E'U/\E'V-»E'W) of CW^-spectra. Then a natural transformation f:E-*E' is called multiplicative if the following square commutes
In the homotopy category
EU/\EV -» EW E'U/\E'V -> E'W.
Notice that most of the constructions of products in higher algebraic K-theory 9 except for May's [7] , provide only weak pairings s i. e B9 pairings in the sense of G 0 W 0 Whitehead. This notion of a weak pairing is inadequate for sophisticated spectrum level analysisHence we want to find a condition ? as generous as possible,, which ensures that a given machine functorially associates 6 true' pairings,,
Thus we introduce a notion of a pairing of ^-spectra which generalizes May's notion of a pairing of J^-prespectra [?]" We now state the results of the paper.
A CW^-spectrum E= [E n \n^Q] is called an 5^-spectrum if each E n has an action by the symmetric group S n (E n is an S n -CW complex) which is compatible with the structure maps and restricts to a homotopically trivial ^-action, (See Section 1.) There is a relevant notion of a pairing of 5^-spectra and we can show that pairings (E 9 F) -»G of 5^-spectra functorially determine pairings E/\F->G in the stable category,,
We use the term higher algebraic K-theory defined on permutative categories to denote a functor E which assigns to every permutative category U a connective CPF-spectrum EU= {E n U\n^O} together with a natural map A:BU-*E Q U such that the composite BU-^Q°°EJJ= \jQ n EJJ is a group completion n Definition, A higher algebraic K-theory E defined on permutative categories is called multiplicative if (i) EU has a natural structure of an ^-spectrum, and (ii) given a pairing/: Ux V-^W of permutative categories 9 Note that the condition (3) is similar to the description of the structure map of GWR given by Loday [5] B From (2) we see that /* min is weakly homotopic to Loday's map GW m R/\GW n R'-*GW miH (/Z(g)/Z0.
As a consequence we have Corollary. (Cf. Weibel [15] .) The product structures in higher algebraic K-theory of rings constructed by Waldhausen [14] , May [7] , ShimadaShimakawa [10] , and Loday [5] (modified as in Theorem C) all agree with each other.
The proofs of the above theorems are given in the final section,, In Section 1 we introduce a notion of a pairing of 5^-spectra and prove that pairings of 5^-spectra functorially determine pairings in the stable category 0 Section 2 illustrates how the machines of Waldhausen, Shimada-Shimakawa, and May associate pairings of a, and Section 3 provides a key tool on which our proofs of the theorems are based, that is to say, a multiplicative version of the 6 up and across theorem 9 [2, 8] , § 1. Pairings of &*-Spectra
Throughout the paper we regard S 1 as the one-point compactification of R ({00} is the base-point), and denote by S n the smash product of n copies of S l . Each S n is an S n -CW complex equipped with the
be a CW^-spectrum, We say that E is an S*-spectrum if each E n is a based S n -CW complex, and if the following two conditions hold: (i) the diagram
commutes for all a^S n and r&S k ] and (ii) for every even permutation @^A n the map a:E n -*E n is homotopic to the identity,, Given 6^-spectra E and F, a function f:E-*F is called a. function of S ^-spectra if each f n \E n -*F n is 5 re -equi variant. A map of S ^-spectra is a map f\E-*F which is represented by a function /':E"-»F of 5^-spectra for some cofinal subspectrum E' such that each E' n is invariant under the S naction on E n .
If we consider S* = II n S n as the skeletal category of finite sets and their isomorphims, then each 5^-spectrum E can be regarded as a functor from S* to CP'K-complexes. Moreover the structure maps E m /\S n -^E m+n constitute a natural transformation E/\S°-°-*Eo® where S°:nt-*S n denotes the sphere-valued functor. It follows that an */"*-prespectrum in the sense of May [7] restricts, via the canonical embedding £*-*</#, to an 5^-spectrum in our sense. (Strictly speaking, J^-prespectra are not supposed to have a structure of a CW^-spectrum 0 But this is not serious because the passage from J^-prespectra to the stable category is equivalent to the process of replacing spectra by CM^-approximations.)
Note that in the definition of an 5^-spectrum the condition (ii) follows from (i) if the 6^-action on E n extends to an 0 (ri) -action (e. g., E is an i/^-prespectrum), or if E is an almost £?-spectrum, that is, the maps E n -^QE n+l are homotopy equivalences for n^l (cf. [11, Lemma 4. 1]) 0 Now let E 9 F and G be S^-spectra,, Notation. In what follows we use the same letter JJL to denote the pairing E/\F-*G induced from a pairing fjt:(E,F)-*G of ^-spectra, § 2. Multiplicative Higher Algebraic K-Theories 2. 1. Waldhausen machine. For every exact category U we have a CW-spectrum KU= {K n U\n^O} where denotes the classifying space of the 72-fold category obtained by applying Q, on every component of the ?z-fold exact category U M of commutative fl-cubes in U (cf. [11] ). Note that K Q U is the set oU of all objects of U. (This differs from the definition given in [11] in which K Q U is defined to be QBQU. } We have shown in [11] 
Therefore the functor U\->MU also becomes a multiplicative higher algebraic K-theory defined on permutative categories.
Remark. Unfortunately, Segal machine applied to the P-space BBU=BU does not provide an 6'^-spectrum. In fact, Segal-Woolfson approach to constructing pairings of spectra is much more complicated than that described here. (Compare [16] and [9] .) §3. $*-Bispectra and Their Pairings A CW-bispectrum is a family X= [X Htq \n^Q 9 
Proposition 3.2. Let fjt:(X,Y)-*Z be a pairing of S*-bispectra. Then the following diagram commutes in the stable category ;
Proof. For every m and w, we have a commutative diagram Noting that ^ is a map of ^-spectra (and hence induces We: WZ^-^WDZ)^ we can easily show that the left-hand square in (#) commutes.
Quite similarly we can prove the commutativity of the right-hand square in (*).
Finally, to prove the commutativity of the middle square, let us take a partition of JV=5UC, and denote n' = jl(n), ri' = y(n) for every n^N. Then there is a canonical inclusion 
